MARKET PLAN:

MARKETING: Get your coffee in the cups of your clients!
Most people don't really know how great fresh roasted coffee
is until they try it. Many people think they are already drinking
fresh roasted coffee. So the revelation comes in the cup. You
must get fresh roasted and freshly brewed coffee into your
clients cup. One way to do this is to make and offer cups to your
clients. Another way is to get samples of whole bean coffee
they can grind and brew and drink. But many really need
educated as to the best way to brew the perfect cup. So along
with great coffee comes the need to educate your clients. So
make fresh pour overs if you can. Fresh French press drinks
and other just made coffee. Make sure your customers know the
importance of grinding right before they brew-explain how
quickly the oils in coffee evaporate when coffee is ground. And
that much of the flavor is in the oils. Explain the importance of
the best tasting water. Then explain how vital it is to have the
proper brew temperature. Then trust that your kind education
will lead your potential clients to sample your roast. Justroasted high quality coffee will open the eyes of your clients
and their tastebuds will love you for their new found
discovery... NEXT QUESTION:
WHO WILL BECOME YOUR CUSTOMERS?
*We have considered that first we must make great coffee
*Next we see the need to get your fresh roasted & fresh brewed
coffee into the cup of your potential clients
NOW WE NEED TO SEE FIND ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
DOWN THROUGH THE YEARS THERE HAVE BEEN MANY GREAT
PRODUCTS PRODUCED THAT NEVER GOT OFF THE GROUND
BECAUSE THEY WERE NEVER MARKETED PROPERLY.
SO A WELL PLANNED OUT MARKETING STRATEGY IS VITAL
THINK RETAIL AND WHOLESALE:
The two categories a roast-master must focus on is wholesale
and retail. If you already have a retail shop and you are moving
from buying fresh roasted coffee to roasting your own you
already have a retail market. Perhaps now that you are roasting
and bagging your own at about 1/2 the price you bought coffee
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before you will want to focus on selling more bagged coffee
retail at your shop. Many roasters are selling coffee in 1/2 lb.,
12oz and one pound bags. Size choices are very helpful at
reaching a price point that makes it easy for your customers to
grab a bag to take home. Another huge market is the K -Cup
business. Now is the first time that fresh roasting companies
can actually produce fresh K Cups.
But what if your a new startup company that has no retail
customers? This is where you need to get creative and get out to
farmers markets and both sell coffee by the cup and bags and k
cups all in one place. We have several customers that have
venders trailers that are adding fresh roast to their menu's.
We also have companies building or adding built in coffee
roasters that customers can see the coffee roasted right
before their very eyes. Not to be overlooked is selling fresh
roasted coffee on the Internet. Along with your own site there
are unlimited vender type websites that you can sell fresh
retail coffee. If you do start selling on the Internet do
yourself a favor and call and setup a special business account
with the post office to get a good shipping rate. Then either use
the post office boxes or buy a special size box that allows 2 lbs
of coffee per shipment. Offer semi monthly clubs as customers
really should get fresh coffee every 2-3 weeks not monthly.
Some websites to consider selling retail coffee are E Bay,
Amazon, Etsy, Pinterest and the list goes on. Then too consider
the discount websites that may not initially make big profits but
will get your name and brand into retail customers hands. One
such example is Groupon. Look around and do web searches. You
will find more.
WHOLESALE SELLS MORE COFFEE FASTER
WHEN YOU SEE YOU CAN That you can make $10 or more per
pound retail you may shy away from making 1/2 that selling
wholesale. But that would be a huge mistake. Why? First of all
you will sell many more pounds to each wholesale client and
will get weekly and monthly accounts. Take a moment and think
of all the places that serve coffee. Many of these are potential
clients to buy 5lb. Bags of coffee at a time. Some may but
several 5 lb. bags a week. Even shops that sell cheap not so
good coffee are candidates to offer premium high grade coffee
as a choice to customers. For just a little more money per cup a
customer can get great coffee vs. not so good coffee. And if you
specialize in several regular offerings your retail shops may
want to offer 2 or more varieties of premium roast. And while
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your in the shop let them know they can make extra money
selling your bagged coffee either by the pound, 1/2 pound or 12
oz. bag. And if they really want to promote their own business
they can sell their own private label brand. It does not cost
you a penny more to custom label bags of coffee. Just a few
moments to design a label. And for private label offer the bags
for 25-59 cents more per bag. It puts a little more in your
pocket and if they decide just to use your brand you promote
your brand to more customers that might buy direct next time.
Now while talking about selling your coffee wholesale you
don't need to limit your sales to shops that sell coffee by the
cup. You can offer all retail shops a chance to cash in on the
fresh coffee awakening. What if a company is unsure? Why not
offer to consign a dozen bags at a lower profit rate to the
shop. Once they see how many buy fresh coffee they may decide
to buy the next order outright and get a lower price.
These are just a few ideas for selling coffee by the cup, bag or
k-Cup. What about roasting bulk coffee for larger businesses
wanting 500 or more pounds per week? This may be another area
where you can quickly pay off your existing equipment and then
buy even a larger or 2nd machine to double profits.
This article is just a beginning of the discussion on marketing.
There are many more potential areas to market your product.
Breweries are now making beer coffee and want high quality
coffees. What about chocolate covered coffee beans?... The
point is to think outside the box. Look for standard markets but
dint limit yourself. Continue to look for new fresh markets.
And never let let the quality of your coffee drop. Continue to
grow as an artisan of fine roasted coffees.

